
 

AD900-ORTC Luer Lock Tip Cap Seal 
 

Orange colour polypropylene tip cap seal for use with dispensing syringes, barrels, cartridge fittings, 
bottles and other components. Provides an air tight and leak free seal. Suitable to use for filling a 
syringe or bottle with low viscosity liquids. Suitable to seal filled syringes and bottles for shipping 
purposes.  

Wide flanges for easy removal and attachment. Double helix locking thread for very secure luer lock 
seal. Silicone and Chloride free safe material. This product is a reusable part. When used with the 
end cap on barrels, provides a complete seal. 

Works with both luer lock and luer slip barrels or fittings. This fitting is also available in clear, blue, 
black or white colours. These items ship direct from stock.  

Part Code: AD900-ORTC 
Material: Polypropylene 
Colour: Orange 
Length: 18mm 
Outer Diameter: 7mm 
Details: Silicone/ Chloride Free 
Commodity Code: 90289090 
Brand: Adhesive Dispensing Ltd 
Pack Sizes: 20, 50, 500 or 1000 

Adhesive Dispensing Ltd provide a wide range of equipment options for dispensing almost all assembly  
fluids - from watery liquids, solvents, primers and activators through to thick pastes, sealants, silicones, 
gels and epoxies. 

www.adhesivedispensing.co.uk   sales@adhesivedispensing.com    +44 (0) 1908 686660 



 

Reasons to use our dispensing components 

Industrial grade - certified safe for use to 100 psi. Will not 
break when in use under pneumatic or mechanical pressure. 
Certified Silicone-Free. Our components will not contaminate 
fluids placed when in use including specialist adhesives. 
Burr-free. All blunt tips are electro-polished and produced to a 
high precision finish. 
Widest range - we stock millions of parts in many different 
styles and an extensive range of cartridges, nozzles, mixers. 
Fast lead times. Most products are held in stock and available 
within days not weeks. 
Boxed - most of our tips are supplied in sealed boxes for easy 
identification and protection against contamination. 
Batch codes - all labelled with batch codes for traceability. 
Expert support. We recommend our products to ensure our 
customers receive the right solution for their application. 
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Visit our growing customer tech knowledge site for more product 
information, data sheets, videos and advice.  
https://www.adhesivedispensing.net/kb_results.asp 


